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316 Stainless Steel Hollow Base Cleat 

You are welcomed to come to our factory to 

buy the latest selling, low price, and 

high-quality 316 Stainless Steel Hollow Base 

Cleat, POWER MARINE looks forward to 

cooperating with you. We have been 

specialized in marine hardware for more than 

25 years.Our product is made of 316 

stainless steel, which has good corrosion 

resistance. We can provide high quality products and competitive prices, and 

we look forward to becoming your long-term partner in China.Welcome to 

contact us. 

 

 

316 Stainless Steel Hollow Base Cleat 

 

Product Introduction 

You are welcomed to come to our factory to buy the latest selling, low price, 

and high-quality 316 Stainless Steel Hollow Base Cleat, POWER MARINE 

looks forward to cooperating with you. .The 316 Stainless Steel Hollow Base 

Cleat is to provide a secure and reliable anchoring point for ropes, lines, and 

cables. Boat Cleat has a longer service life in seawater, ultraviolet light and 

humid environments. The 316 Stainless Steel Hollow Base Cleat helps the 

rope to achieve a fixed effect when in use. We can provide a variety of sizes, 

choose according to the diameter of the anchor rope. 

 

Product Parameter (Specification) 

 

 

 

 

Product name 316 Stainless Steel Hollow Base Cleat 

Specification available Multiple sizes 

Standards that follow 

to 
ISO 9001, CE, TUV, CSS, SGS. 

Samples available Yes. 
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Packing method Bubble bag+Wooden carton 

Production lead time 
10-15 days for a 20ft container, 20-25 days for a 40ft 

container. 

Warranty time Support returns and exchanges 

Payment term T/T 

FOB loading port Qingdao China 

 

 

 

Code A mm B mm C mm Size Weight 

PM1004 101 36 25 4inch 0.06KG 

PM1005 127 39 30 5inch 0.093KG 

PM1006 150 46 30 6inch 0.14KG 

PM1008 203 53 40 8inch 0.2KG 

PM1010 255 64 45 10inch 0.355KG 

PM1012 302 70 53 12inch 0.545KG 

PM1015 378 78 64 15inch 0.85KG 
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Code A mm B mm C mm Size Weight 

PM1104 100 36 27 4inch 0.95KG 

PM1105 125 38 29 5inch 0.123KG 

PM1106 152 44 30 6inch 0.19KG 

PM1108 203 54 38 8inch 0.33KG 

PM1110 254 65 44 10inch 0.5KG 

PM1112 304 70 53 12inch 0.88KG 

 

 

Product Feature And Application 

 

316 Stainless Steel Hollow Base Cleat have a long history in the boating 

industry. The development of cleats as a means of securing ropes and ropes 

on ships dates back centuries, but the use of stainless steel in their 

construction is a relatively new innovation. Before the advent of Hollow Base 

Cleats, cleats were typically made from materials like brass or iron. While 

these materials serve their purpose, they are prone to rust and degradation 

when exposed to harsh marine environments. This creates a challenge for 

boat owners and manufacturers, as frequent maintenance and replacement is 

required to keep the cleats working properly. In the mid-20th century, the 

corrosion-resistant properties of stainless steel were considered ideal for 

marine applications. The hollow base design of the 316 Stainless Steel Hollow 

Base Cleat is another innovative feature. This design allows for easier 

installation and removal because the cleats can be secured to the boat's deck 

or dock using screws or bolts. This eliminates the need for more complex 
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connection methods, saving time and effort for boat owners and crews. As 316 

Stainless Steel Hollow Base Cleat manufacturing processes and technologies 

improved, they became more popular in the boating industry. Today, 316 

Stainless Steel Hollow Base Cleats are a standard fixture on boats of all sizes, 

providing a reliable and safe way to secure ropes and ropes. In summary, the 

history of Boat Cleat illustrates the continued evolution and improvement of 

marine hardware. From their introduction as a corrosion-resistant alternative to 

their widespread use today, these cleats have revolutionized the marine 

industry by providing a durable and efficient solution for securing ropes and 

ropes onboard ships. 

 

4.Product Details 

（段落中至少带一个关键词，配上产品细节图片，同行的产品的对比图等） 

 

316 Stainless Steel Hollow Base Cleat are designed to be versatile, making 

them ideal for securing ropes and ropes on boats. 

 

Some of these features include: 

 

Material: 316 Stainless Steel Hollow Base Cleat is made of high-quality 

stainless steel, which is corrosion-resistant and durable. 

 

Hollow Base Design: The hollow base design of these cleat allows for easy 

installation and removal. Cleats can be screwed or bolted to a boat's deck or 

dock to provide a secure anchor point for ropes and ropes. 

 

STRENGTH AND LOAD CAPACITY: 316 Stainless Steel Hollow Base Cleat 

is designed to handle heavy loads. They have a high load capacity and can 

securely hold and support ropes and ropes under tension. 

 

Stylish Design: 316 Stainless Steel Hollow Base Cleat feature a sleek, 

streamlined design that adds a touch of elegance to any boat.They are 

available in a variety of sizes and styles to suit different boat types and 

aesthetics. 

 

Versatility: These cleats are versatile and can be used for a variety of 

applications onboard. They are often used to secure dock lines, anchor lines, 

or other types of ropes and ropes on boats. 

 

Easy to maintain: Stainless steel plywood is relatively easy to maintain. They 

can be cleaned with mild soap and water, and occasional buffing can help 
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maintain their shine and appearance. 

 

Multiple Attachment Points: 316 Stainless Steel Hollow Base Cleat often 

feature multiple attachment points, allowing for flexible attachment of cords 

and cords. This feature allows boaters to adjust and secure the rope at 

different angles and positions as needed. Marine 316 Stainless Steel Hollow 

Base Cleats offer the durability, strength, and versatility to be used to secure 

ropes and ropes on your boat. Their corrosion resistance, ease of installation, 

and stylish design make them a popular choice among boat owners and 

builders. 

 

 

 

 

Loading & Shipment  

 

Thanks to superior quality, we have been establishing a close & long business 

partner relationship with the customers from more than 30 countries, and 

we've gotten so many positive feedback regarding the quality. 
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Contact us  

Contact us freely for any inquiries on our products by following:  

Email: andy@hardwaremarine.com     

Mob: +86-15865772126 

 

24 hours on line contact:  

WhatsApp / wechat: +86-15865772126 

 

If you have any questions can contact us 
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